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Bronze-Iron Age Pottery and Occupation Evidence
from a Site on the North Downs.

THE

purpose of this note

site close to

is

to put on record finds from a

the main Ashtead-Leatherhead road, and

beside an old, disused chalk quarry. The initial finds were
made during gardening operations, but, later on, two filled-in

mines) were found. One of them was at the edge
modern quarry, and had been cut into and almost
entirely destroyed by it.
The first indications of occupation from this site consisted
of large numbers of " pot-boilers " (of the ordinary type, viz.
consisting of fire-crackled flints, averaging 2 inches by i| inches
in size, and with evident signs of having been roughly flaked
to this size before use) and, with them, a number of pieces of
shafts

(? flint

of the

coarse, gritted ware, varying in colour from black to redbrown. All of these, however, were " surface finds " and not

found in any stratified deposit, but had been scattered and
broken up, as they were found in the flat plough-land adjoining
the quarry.

Evidence connecting the pottery with the pot-boilers came
from the pit-shaft exposed on the north face of the quarry
This pit showed up clearly against the undisturbed
(Fig. i).
chalk, as its filling consisted of stratified bands of dark and
light soil with a pronounced dip towards the centre.
Most of
this pit had, in the past, been removed by quarrying
the
upper 15 feet (assuming that the ground level originally carried
straight across the quarry) had been cut into and removed
some time before the seventeenth century, while a lower and
;
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more recent working had cut away about two-thirds of what
remained, leaving only the small segment shown.
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FIG.

The dark, grey-brown coloured

I.

strata, thickest at the

bottom

of the shaft but occurring at intervals throughout the rilling,
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was composed of earth with an admixture of charcoal, and
contained many pot-boilers, a few pieces of pottery and some
small pieces of bone
also a piece of red-coloured ironstone,
;

one face of which had been used for polishing.

The

lighter-coloured

consisted of reddish, sandy

filling

soil,

such as here caps the chalk, and a mixture of dug chalk with
occasional large blocks of chalk.

The remaining

floor of the shaft was quite smooth and 8 feet
diameter (possibly originally 10 to 12 feet, if the shaft was
circular) and stepped up 2 feet on the east side, forming a
broad shelf. Excavation showed that this shelf continued
round what remained of the central shaft, but it was not
possible to clear it sufficiently to show whether it maintained
the same width of about 4 feet. The sides of the shaft had a
slight batter, and were quite rough, as though the chalk had
been prized out in blocks.
The pottery (Fig. 2) is all of a coarse, heavily gritted, handmade ware, similar in form to pottery from Park Brow, Sussex,
and All Cannings Cross, Wilts, where it is dated to the intermediate Late Bronze-Early Iron Age period.
Nos. 1 and 3. Two pieces of reddish-grey ware with fingerprinted decorations, from the girth of large bucket-urns
similar to those from Park Brow.
{Archceologia, LXXVI

in

—

(1927), pp. 1-40.)

— Rim fragment of a black ware vessel with diagonal
No.
—Reddish-buff possibly a shoulder fragment.
Nos. 7 and —Base fragments, possibly belonging to Nos.
and
with which they are
No.
—Two pieces one a shoulder fragment with
No.

4.

finger-nail decoration along the lip.
6.

;

8.

1

similar.

3,

9.

finger-

;

nail decoration, buff coloured

;

the other, reddish ware, show-

ing incised, linear decoration.

A short

distance west of this shaft

is another, but apparently
has been proved to be 9 feet deep and to
have a smooth floor, but it has not yet been possible to find out

shallower one.
its full

extent.

down

It

A section 5 feet square has been cut, against one

to the floor.

Unlike the other pit, the filling was
from top to bottom, consisting of dug chalk
with a certain admixture of soil, rather loosely packed at the
bottom and containing a large number of pot-boilers but only
face,

practically uniform

9«
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a few small pottery fragments (not figured) of similar ware to

Among the filling was an iron-stone polisher, 7 inches
and several pieces of bone
also a number of roughly
worked flints, apparently unused pot-boilers, and flint flakes.
the

last.

long,

;

Similar pottery, as yet unpublished, has recently been found
half a mile to the east of this site.

As

here,

it

was

also associ-

ated with pot-boilers, and the site on this same northern fringe
of the chalk down-land.
Again, on the southern slopes of
Ashtead Common, i| miles to the north, is an occupation site,
still to be investigated, where there is a large accumulation

among which

a few pieces of this same gritted
Lying as it does on a subsoil of London
clay the site did not provide the flint for these pot-boilers, and
the people who made them must have obtained their supplies
from this more southern area. Therefore these flint mines,
if that is what they are, were very possibly formed by the
clay, forest-land, dwellers as being the nearest point at which
of pot-boilers

ware have been found.

the chalk outcrop

is

accessible to their

own

flintless district.

II.— Pottery from the Roman Villa.
Since completion of the excavation of the

Roman

buildings

on Ashtead Common (S.A.C., Vols. XXXVII and XXXVIII)
it has been possible to examine the pottery then found in more
detail.
Among it were some pieces of coarse ware of such
unusual type as to be worthy of a separate note in the hope of
similar ware being recorded from other sites.
Figs. 3 and 4 show two vessels of this same ware, which is
remarkably thin in proportion to the size of the vessels. It
consists of a grey-coloured ware, varying to reddish-brown on
the outer and inner surfaces.
Externally the vessels are both
coated with a thick, enamel-like, cream-coloured slip which,
in the case of Fig. 4, is on the underneath of the base as well as
on the sides of the vessel.
Fig. 3.
The upper part of a wide-mouthed jar with neatlymoulded out-turned rim and up-standing neck rising from a
single cordon.
Below this are two convex-moulded bands, the
lower of which is ornamented with incised lattice. Much of the
cream slip coating still remains.
Fig. 4.—Vessel of rare, vase form, made of identical ware to
the last. Convex-moulded rim, the upper three-quarters of

—
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the vessel of truncated cone shape, the lower quarter hemispherical, ending in a slightly concave base with very neatly
moulded foot-ring. Fragments of three other vessels of
identical

form were found at

this site.

J

1
FIG. 3.

Date.

—An early first-century date

for the vessel

shown

in Fig. 4,

stratified ditch deposit

for this

through

its

ware

is

attested

being found in a

with two Samian vessels of this date.

(Scale

J.]

FIG. 4.

Fig. 3 is a typically early form, the carefully rounded mouldings
to the rim (and to the base of Fig. 4) being early characteristics.

Dimensions.

—Fig.

3,

Fig. 4,

Rim, 6| inches.
Rim, 3f inches

Base, 3! inches.

;

Height, 12 inches

;

